**DEPARTURES LEVEL**

**FOOD AND BEVERAGE**
1. Barney's Beanery
2. Starbucks
3. Pick Up Stix
4. Fresh Brothers (Pizza & Sandwiches)
5. BUILT (Custom Burgers)
6. Breeze
7. Slapfish
8. Jersey Mike's
9. Sealegs

**SHOPPING**
2. CNBC Smartshop
4. DFS Duty Free
5. In Motion
6. Spanx
11. Univision

**SERVICES**
- Complimentary Wi-Fi at LAX
- Currency Exchange provided by ICE
- Nursing Room

**GROUND TRANSPORTATION**
- Hotel & Private Parking

**ARRIVALS LEVEL**

**FOOD AND BEVERAGE**
- Starbucks

**SERVICES**
- ATM
- Currency Exchange provided by ICE
- Interactive Visitors Centers
- Luggage Carts provided by Smart Carte
- Volunteer Information Professionals (VIP)

**GROUND TRANSPORTATION**
- LA Access
- Shared Ride Vans
- Charter Buses
- LAX-it
- Taxi, Lyft, Opoli, Uber
- FlyAway®
- Terminal Connector
- City Bus Center - LAX
- LAX Economy Parking
- Metro Connector
- LAX Employee Lots
- Rental Cars
- Service Animal Relief Station

**LEGEND**
- ART
- ATM
- Automated Retail
- Baby Changing Station
- Baggage
- Car Rental
- Currency Exchange
- Defibrillator
- Departure
- Elevator
- Escalator
- FIDS
- Flight Info Display Screen
- Information
- Nursing Room
- Pay Phones
- Restroom
- Restroom All Gender
- Restroom - Men
- Restroom - Women
- Service Animal / Pet Relief Area
- Stairs
- TDD Pay Phones
- Ticketing
- Water Fountain